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account management, 569
advanced news mosaics, 135
company sites, 169t, 173
e-mail notifications, 402
educational sites, 177, 180
fair information practices, 378
government services, 153
nonprofit sites, 156t, 159
preventing phishing scams, 418, 420, 428
privacy preferences, 412, 417
sign-ins new accounts, 555, 558
EMBEDDED LINKS (K7), 701–704. See also Links, embedded
defined, 876
descriptive, longer link names, 710, 713
floating windows, 576, 577, 580
inverted-pyramid writing style, 337, 337f, 338
news sites, 131
obvious links, 714, 718
process funnel, 548, 551
ENABLING INTRANETS (A11), 195–200. See also Intranets
blogs, 201, 204, 207–208
headlines blurbs, 297
preventing phishing scams, 418, 428
process funnel, 546, 550
Web apps that work pattern, 194
Encryption, 876
Enforcement (Safe Harbor principle), 380
Engadget blog, 209
Enter key, predictive input, 613
E.P.A. Web site, grid layout example, 632f
Epicurious.com
navigation bar example, 682f
search form example, 666f
value proposition example, 277f
Error messages, meaningful
avoid humor, 728
clear message without blame, 728
example, 727f
explain recovery, 728
keep entered text intact, 729
overview, 727–728
placement near problem, 727f, 728
Error prevention
accept multiple formats, 724–725
clarify optional required fields, 725, 725f
example, 723f
guidelines, 726
overview, 723–724
provide hints about formats, 724, 724f
Errors
costs of corrections, 71–72
Web site problems by feature implementation, 72–73, 73f
espn.com, arts entertainment site example, 183f
E-tailer, 876
Ethnography, 57–58, 876
EXPANDING SCREEN WIDTH (I4), 110, 646–651.
See also Screen width, expanding

clear first reads, 641, 645
fixed screen width, 653, 656
grid layout, 632
mobile screen sizing, 794, 804
page templates, 286, 290

Expedia.com, example of demonstrating progress when loading content, 787f

Exploration phase, 105, 876
deliverables, 106, 107f
exploration process, 105–106

Exploratorium Web site, privacy policy example, 389

Extensible Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), 895
Extensible Markup Language (XML), 895

EXTERNAL LINKS (K8), 705–708. See also Links, external

clear forms, 602, 602–603
descriptive, longer link names, 709
embedded links, 704
floating windows, 580
information reference sites, 164, 166
intranets, 197
news sites, 129
obvious links, 714, 718
style sheets, 360, 364
Web apps that work pattern, 188

Extranet, 876

F
Fair information practices
FTC guidelines, 381
overview, 378, 382f
privacy concerns, 379
Safe Harbor principles, 379–381

FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES (E3), 378–383, 521
account management, 565, 568
community conference, 137, 146
e-commerce, 124, 126
e-mail subscriptions, 376, 377
government services, 151, 152

homepages, 270
internationalized localized content, 353, 355
location-based services, 821, 822
message boards, 318, 323
nonprofit sites, 159
persistent customer sessions, 575
personalized content, 313
privacy policy, 384, 385, 390
privacy preferences, 410, 417
recommendation community, 525
secure connections, 398, 401
sign-ins new accounts, 554, 558
Web apps that work pattern, 192, 194

False positive, 91–92, 876

FAMILIAR LANGUAGE (K11), 173, 719–722.
See also Language, familiar
accessibility options, 265
clear forms, 602, 602–603
descriptive, longer link names, 711, 713
hierarchical categories, 228, 230
high-visibility action buttons, 697
inverted-pyramid writing style, 334, 336
meaningful error messages, 728, 730
obvious links, 718

Fangs, 263

FAQ page. See Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Fark, 207

Fast-loading content
bottleneck identification, 783
design strategies to speed page loading, 785
example, 782f
guidelines, 791
optimize server functions, 785
overview, 782–783
show progress, display newly loaded contents, 789–790, 790f
show progress, dynamic static, 785–786, 786f
show progress, thermometer, 788–789, 789f
show progress, via animation, 787–788, 787f, 788f
Web-site visitors’ perceptions of, 783

FAST-LOADING CONTENT (L6), 22, 782–791
drill-down options, 621
fast-loading images, 764
HTML power, 775
low number of files, 760
predictive input, 614
reusable images, 779
separate tables, 772
Web apps that work pattern, 189, 194
Fast-loading images
<alt> attribute, 768
color, reducing depth of, 765–766
combining neighboring small images, 77f, 768–770
cropping shrinking, 766, 766f
elements, 764f, 768
formats, strengths weaknesses of, 765
guidelines, 771
<height> <width> attributes, 768
overview, 764–765
prioritize main Web pages, 770
progressive-scan interlaced images, 767, 769f
raising compression ratios on images, 766–767
FAST-LOADING IMAGES (L2), 22, 764–771
accessibility options, 265
action buttons, 694
clear first reads, 645
e-mail notifications, 408
fast-loading content, 782, 785, 791
homepages, 274, 276
HTML power, 775
low number of files, 760, 763
navigation bar, 685
page templates, 290
product details, 442
reusable images, 779, 781
separate tables, 772
tab rows, 690
Fatblog, 203
Favorite. See Bookmark
FEATURED PRODUCTS (G1), 492–499. See also
Products, featured
above the fold considerations, 640
cross-selling up-selling, 500
e-commerce, 122, 126
example, 30
navigation methods, 219
personalized content, 304, 311
personalized recommendations, 510
recommendation community, 519
Field observation, 876
Files
log files, 670
low number, fast loading, 760–763
low number, remove slow files from fast pages, 761–762
low number, remove unnecessary files, 761
low number, reuse images, 761
low number, use HTML features, 761
low number, thumbnails, 762
FindLaw Web site, example of categories, 228–229, 229f
Firewall, 876
First Internet Bank site, as example of Web principles, 189
First read, 876
clear first reads, 641, 645
concept, 273, 642
concept, identification of important elements, 642
defined, 876
design for lower-resolution displays, 644
elements, 641f, 643f
multiple features to differentiate, 642–644
multiple features to differentiate, fonts size, 642
multiple features to differentiate, page position, 643–644
overview, 641–642, 644
testing, 644
Fitt’s Law, 42, 876–877
Five-way joystick, 877
Windows Mobile unit, 806, 808f
Five-way rocker switch
defined, 877
Palm Treo, 806, 807f
FIXED SCREEN WIDTH (I5), 652–656. See also Screen width, fixed
accessibility options, 265
clear first reads, 641, 645
expanding screen width, 651
grid layout, 632
mobile screen sizing, 794, 804
page templates, 286, 290
Flash, 877
Flickr.com, popularity-based organization, 243, 244f
Floating windows
automatic, 578, 869
automatic, unrelated information upon page entry, 578–579
concurrent, 580
defined, 877
examples, 576f, 578f, 579f
instant additional information, 578
link-based, 577, 578f
opened by embedded links, 703
overview, 576–577, 580
vs. pop-up window, 577
FLOATING WINDOWS (H6), 576–580
clear forms, 604
context-sensitive help, 589, 590
cross-selling up-selling, 504
direct manipulation, 591
embedded links, 703, 704
external links, 707
message boards, 319, 323
process funnel, 548, 551
Web apps that work pattern, 192
Flow, 80, 877
Focus group, 65–66
defined, 877
professional respondents, 66
Focused advertisement, 373, 877
Fold, 170n, 173
defined, 877
derivation of, 643
in Web pages, 696
Force
defined, 877
considerations with patterns, 22
Ford Motors, blog Mustang design, 204
Forms
box elements, 602f, 606
elements, 600f
intelligent error handling, 607
label locations, 603
language selection for, 602–603
overview, 601, 607
prefill special-format fields, 606
provide a payout for the form, 601–602, 602f
reduce amount of typing, 606–607
short forms, 605
short forms, shorter appearance techniques, 605
splitting long forms, 604f, 606
Freakonomics blog, 202, 204
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ).
add search feature if needed, 582
add to community site, 584, 585f
correct usability problems, 583–584
defined, 876
examine FAQ pages of competitors, 582
examples, 581f, 584f, 585f
expense of, 582
group questions into categories, 581f, 583, 584f
identification of, 582
overview, 581–582, 586
sources of questions, 582–583
use redundant navigation, 583
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (H7), 581–586
About Us, 396, 397
company sites, 169t
context-sensitive help, 587, 590
e-commerce, 126
e-mail subscriptions, 376, 377
floating windows, 577, 580
message boards, 320–321
page templates, 286, 290
preventing phishing scams, 426
process funnel, 548, 551
quick-flow checkouts, 438
Web apps that work pattern, 188
Friendster Web site, customized privacy preferences, 410
FTC, privacy guidelines, 381–382, 384f
FTC, tips to avoid phishing, 426
Fulfillment, 877

Gap, Web site example using floating windows, 578f
Garmin nüvi, 814
Geocaching, 820, 820f
GIF. See Graphics interchange format (GIF)
Gift certificates, redeeming, 473, 473f
Gift giving
examples, 531f
note selection/editing function, 532, 534
other features, 535, 535f
overview, 531–532, 536
packing slip information, 532

GIFT GIVING (G6), 127, 531–536
e-commerce advanced feature, 124, 127
order tracking history, 543
privacy preferences, 414, 417
global.css style sheet, 356f
Godin, Seth, 208
Gold-plating, 102, 877
Google, 162
About Us Web page, 391f
BMW, 329
Directory, 165
emphasis on simplicity, 30
homepage evolution, 32f–33f
homepages for mobile phones, 794
mobile Web site, 805f
site map example, 755f
Suggest service, 612f
Government services, 148–149
elements, 150f, 151f
faceless bureaucracy, 149
privacy trust, 150–152
red tape, 149
universal access, 150
Graphic design, 79
considerations, for brand identity, 370
defined, 878
Graphical action buttons, 21
Graphical user interface (GUI), 878
Graphics interchange format (GIF), 765, 877
GRASSROOTS INFORMATION SITES (A6), 161–166.
See also Information reference sites
blogs, 201, 202, 204, 207, 207f, 208
external links, 706
frequently asked questions, 582, 586
news sites, 128
nonprofit sites, 154
Greeking, 634, 878
Greenpeace Cyberactivist Community site, 140f
Grid layout, 633
advantages, 633
code to see all <div> <table> structures, 635f
create simple Web pages/get feedback, 634
defined, 878
element, 632f
identify common elements throughout site, 633
overview, 632–633, 635
sketches to include common elements, 633–634
study other grid implementations, 634
GRID LAYOUT (I1), 30, 110, 632–636
accessibility options, 265
address selection, 459, 463
browsable content, 224, 225
category-based organization, 249, 250
clear first reads, 641, 645
clear forms, 608
consistent sidebars of related content, 658
expanding screen width, 646, 651
fixed screen width, 652, 656
jump menus, 749
location bread crumbs, 700
navigation methods, 218, 220
order summary, 479
page templates, 285, 290
payment method, 471, 474
predictive input, 613, 614
printable pages, 340
product details, 441, 448
separate tables, 774
shipping method selection, 468
shipping to multiple destinations, 530
site branding, 370
site map, 754, 756, 758
style sheets, 360
Guest account
examples, 559f, 561f, 562f
overview, 559–560, 563
GUEST ACCOUNT (H3), 559–563
fair information practices, 381, 383
persistent customer sessions, 572
personal e-commerce, 123
process funnel, 549
quick-flow checkouts, 435, 438
GUI. See Graphical user interface (GUI)
Guidelines, 878

H
Half.com
address example, 458f
checkout interface example, 123f
expediting checkout example, 434f
use of previous billing information example, 469f
Handheld Device Markup Language (HDML), 878
HCI. See Human-computer interaction (HCI)
HDML. See Handheld Device Markup Language (HDML)
Headlines, 298, 878
Headlines blurbs
  in content database, 299, 299f
  in content modules, 299–300, 300f
  examples, 297f, 300f, 301f
  hook, how to write, 298–299
  overview, 297–298
HEADLINES BLURBS (D3), 297–302, 303
above the fold considerations, 640
  company sites, 169t
  consistent sidebars of related content, 657, 660
  content modules, 293, 296
  educational sites, 177
homepages, 270
HTML titles, 343, 344, 345f
intranets, 197
inverted-pyramid writing style, 333, 338
news sites, 129, 134
nonprofit sites, 156t
Helping Customers Complete Tasks
  (Pattern Group H), 545–629
ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT (H4), 564–569
CLEAR FORMS (H10), 600–608
CONTEXT-SENSITIVE HELP (H8), 587–590
DIRECT MANIPULATION (H9), 591–599
DRILL-DOWN OPTIONS (H12), 615–621
FLOATING WINDOWS (H6), 576–580
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (H7), 581–586
GUEST ACCOUNT (H3), 559–563
PERSISTENT CUSTOMER SESSIONS (H5), 570–575
PREDICTIVE INPUT (H11), 609–614
PROCESS FUNNEL (H1), 546–551
PROGRESS BAR (H13), 622–629
SIGN-IN/NEW ACCOUNT (H2), 552–558
Heuristic evaluation, 878
HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION (B3), 226–230. See also
  Categories, hierarchical
  browsable content, 222, 225
  category-based organization, 247
  chronological organization, 240
  drill-down options, 619, 621
  frequently asked questions, 583, 586
information reference sites, 165, 166
inverted-pyramid writing style, 332
jump menus, 744, 748, 751
popularity-based organization, 246
site map, 752, 754, 755, 758
  tasked-based organization, 234
High-fidelity prototype, 879
HIGH-VISIBILITY ACTION BUTTONS (K5), 695–697.
  See also Action buttons, high-visibility
  action buttons, 694
  example, 36
  order confirmation/thank-you, 484
  order summary, 476, 479
  process funnel, 549, 551
  progress bar, 623, 629
  quick-flow checkouts, 438
  shopping cart, 450, 451f, 457
  site map, 757
HIP (human interactive proof). See CAPTCHA
hit, 879
Holt, John, 178
HOMEPAGE PORTAL (C1), 268–276
above the fold considerations, 639
  accessibility options, 265
  arts entertainment sites, 186
  company sites, 173
  e-commerce, 122, 126
  e-mail subscriptions, 373, 377
  educational forums, 180
  examples, 25
  fair information practices, 381, 383
  grid layout, 634
  headlines blurbs, 297, 299
  jump menus, 751
  low number of files, 763
  nonprofit sites, 159
  online research, 850
  page templates, 285, 286
  permalinks, 735, 736, 737, 743
  printable pages, 339
  returns, 486, 489
  reusable images, 780, 781
  site branding, 366
  site map, 754, 758
  value propositions, 277
  Web apps that work pattern, 188
Homepages
as advertisement for site, 278
brand space/navigation space balance, 271–273
designs forcing customers back to, 679
ease of navigation, 273
ease of use, 274f
first impression, 269–270
information scent, 273
logical page layout, 273–274
overview, 267–268, 275
personalized content, 270, 271f, 272f
quick downloads, importance of techniques for, 274, 275f
seductive content, 270
site identity brand, 269
Honda.com
example of car configuration using process funnel, 546f
example of progress bar, 625f
Horizontal prototype, 879
Hortal, 879
HP (Hewlett-Packard) company site, 168f
HTML. See HyperText Markup Language (HTML)
HTML action buttons, 21, 693, 693f
HTML power
examples, 775f, 777f
features to use in place of images, 776
overview, 775–776
HTML POWER (L4), 775–778
fast-loading content, 782, 785, 791
fast-loading images, 764
homepages, 274, 276
low number of files, 760, 761, 763
navigation bar, 685
reusable images, 779, 781
separate tables, 772
site map, 754, 758
style sheets, 364
tab rows, 690
HTML titles
bread crumbs, 346–347
examples of bad HTML titles, 346, 347f
for headlines blurbs, 344, 345f
overview, 343–344, 348
use by desktop computers, 344, 346f
use by search engines, 344, 345f
vary over pages, 346, 348f
HTTP. See HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
HTTPS, 398, 879
Huffington Post blog, 209
Human–computer interaction (HCI), 878
Human interactive proof (HIP). See CAPTCHA
HyperText, 879
HyperText Markup Language (HTML), 879
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), 571, 879
I
I18N (Internationalization), 350, 879
IBM, Web site (analysis of), 6
Identification, 574, 879
IE. See Internet Explorer (IE)
IIS. See Internet Information Server (IIS)
Implementation phase, 880
aim, 110–111
checklist of tests, 112
deliverables, 112
process, 111–112
Impressions, 880
Index, 880
Inferences, false, 511–512
Informal evaluation, 880
Information architecture, 61, 79, 880
Information design. See Information architecture
Information reference sites, 166f
credibility/trust, 163
dependencies on, 164f
definitions for information, 162
reasons for, 162, 163f
site growth, 165
writing style, 162–163
Information scent, 223, 249, 880
homepages, 273
Information technology projects, reason for failure, 69
Interactive computer interfaces, 4
Interactive prototype, 109–110, 880
Intercept research, 860, 880
Interlaced image, 881
Internationalization, 350, 881. See also I18N (Internationalization)

Internationalized localized content
accessibility from varying devices, 353
awareness holidays, customs, nonverbal communication, 351–352
awareness of local terms concepts, 351
centralized localization management, 351
decentralized localization management, 351
local legal issues, 353
overview, 349–350
professional translators, 351
representation of dates, currencies, weights, measures, 352, 352f
strings code storage, 350, 354f
supplement machine translation, 350
tailored services, 353–354

INTERNATIONALIZED LOCALIZED CONTENT (D10), 349–355
persistent customer sessions, 572
shopping cart, 457

Internet, news, 133
Internet Explorer (IE), 880
Internet Information Server (IIS), 880

Internet Service Provider (ISP), defined, 881

Interviews, tips for, 59

Intranets
benefits of for companies, 196
consistent interface, importance of, 196, 198
defined, 881
growth plan for, 199
“Intranet in a box” example (SAP), 195
new content maintenance policies, 198
personalized views, 196, 197f
sample questions, tasks, solutions, 197f
samples (templates) to add new content, 198
workflow support, 196, 198f

Inverted-pyramid writing
bullets numbered lists, 336–337
defined, 881
embedded links, 337
elements, 332f, 335f, 336f, 337f
headlines, concise descriptive, 333–334
lead with important points, 334, 335f
minimize text, 334, 336f
no hype, 334, 336
overview, 332–333, 338
short sentences, 334
vary writing styles, 337

INVERTED-PYRAMID WRITING STYLE (D7), 111, 332–338
blogs, 203
descriptive, longer link names, 711, 713
e-mail subscriptions, 375, 377
familiar language, 719
headlines blurbs, 298, 302f
HTML titles, 343
information reference sites, 163, 166
news sites, 121, 134


ISP. See Internet service provider (ISP), defined

Iterative design, 881
Iterative design process, 69–71, 70f, 97. See also Web site evaluation
reasons for, 71–73
steps, 70

iWon Web site, as example of expanding screen width, 646f

J
JAR file, 881
Jargon, 10
Java, 881
Java archive, 881
JavaScript, 881
JavaServer Pages (JSP), 882
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), 765, 881

JSP. See JavaServer Pages (JSP)

Jump menu, 745
automatic form submission (JavaScript), 748
complex (DHTML), 748–749, 750f
defined, 882
elements, 744f, 746f, 747f, 750f
guidelines, 750
navigation bar limitations, 745
navigation with preserved screen space, 744f, 745–746
overview, 744–745
pick list creation, 747–748, 747f
pick list creation, form-based with button, 748
pick list creation, organizational options, 747–748
recognizable function of in design, 746–747, 746f

JUMP MENUS (K16), 744–751
site map, 754, 758
tab rows, 690

K
kbps, 882
Key lagging, 424
Keyword, 327, 882
Kiwanis International, site example, 157f
Knot’s Web site, example of organization, 224
Kodak, privacy policy example, 385, 386f

L
L10N. See Localization (L10N)
Label locations, 603
Lands’ End site
  clear first reads example, 641f
  customer feedback example, 514f
  personalized content example, 307f
Language, 882
Language, familiar
  card-sorting techniques for information structuring, 720
  ethnographic data to develop, 720
  example, 719f
  overview, 719–720
  test link names, techniques for, 721
Latency, 882
Latency limitations, inherent in Web, 190
Launch phase, 113, 882
Lead, 334, 882
LEGO Web site, page about fair play, 394, 394f
Lessig, Lawrence, blog perspective, 203
Leukemia Links, example of grassroots information site, 161
LexisNexis, About Us page example, 395f
Lifehacker, community blog example, 209
Link-based floating window, 882

Link names (descriptive longer)
  example, 709f
  familiar language, 711
  generic terms, avoidance of, 710
  overview, 709–710
  similar names, avoidance of, 711
  similar names, separate word-wrap links, 711, 712f
  site accessibility, 710
  skimming facilitation, 710
Link rot, 706, 882
LinkedIn Web site, example of privacy mirror, 415f
Links, embedded
  example, 701f
  number of, guidelines, 703
  opening floating windows, 703
  overview, 701–702
  useful names, 702–703
Links, external
  consistent markers for external references, 707
  embedded external link combinations, 707
  example, 705f
  guidelines, 708
  link rot, minimization of, 706–707
  links to external Web sites, 706
  new windows for external links, 707
  overview, 706
Links, obvious
  blue text, restrict to Web links, 715
  color-deficiency colors, avoidance of, 717
  differentiate colors purposes, 717, 717f
  examples, 25, 714f, 716f
  font size/style differentiations, 716, 716f
  guidelines, 718
  overview, 714–715
  <title> attribute, 716
  underlining text, restrict to Web links, 715
L. L. Bean
  online shopping example, 120f
  secure connection example, 400f
Localization (L10N), 350, 882
Location-based services
  content tagging, 817–818, 817f
  example, 813f
  games, 820
  guides navigation functions, 814, 815f, 816–817
Location-based services (continued)
overview, 813–814, 822
possible uses, 813
privacy concerns, 821
social coordination communication, 818–820, 818f, 819f
vehicle/transit management, 821
LOCATION-BASED SERVICES (M3), 813–822
as impulse-buying aid, 123
mobile input controls, 805, 812
mobile screen sizing, 798
organized search results, 675
page templates, 290
Location bread crumbs
example, 698f
facilitate backtracking, 699
overview, 698–699
separators to indicate category relationships, 699, 700f
“trail markers,” 698
LOCATION BREAD CRUMBS (K6), 698–700
above the fold considerations, 640
browsable content, 223, 225
category-based organization, 250
example, 72
HTML titles, 346–347, 348
message boards, 316, 323
obvious links, 714, 718
process funnel, 548, 551
unified browsing hierarchy, 681
Log files, information about customers’ search terms, 670
Lossless compression, 766, 882
Lossy compression, 766–767, 883
Low-fidelity prototype, 883
LOW NUMBER OF FILES (L1), 760–763. See also Files
action buttons, 694
fast-loading content, 782, 785, 791
fast-loading images, 764
high-visibility action buttons, 697
homepages, 276
HTML power, 775, 778
page templates, 290
reusable images, 779, 781
separate tables, 772
site branding, 370, 371
tab rows, 690
LUGNET Web site, example of obvious links, 174f
“Lycos 50 Daily Report,” popularity-based organization, 243, 245f
M
M-commerce, 883
Macromedia, Director, 86
Dreamweaver, 86
Macromedia Flash. See Flash
Magellan RoadMate, 814
Maintenance document, 112, 883
Maintenance phase, 113–114, 883
deliverables, 115
process, 114–115
Making Navigation Easy (Pattern Group K), 677–758
ACTION BUTTONS (K4), 691–694
DESCRIPTIVE, LONGER LINK NAMES (K9), 709–713
EMBEDDED LINKS (K7), 701–704
EXTERNAL LINKS (K8), 705–708
FAMILIAR LANGUAGE (K11), 719–722
HIGH-VISIBILITY ACTION BUTTONS (K5), 695–697
JUMP MENUS (K16), 744–751
LOCATION BREAD CRUMBS (K6), 698–700
MEANINGFUL ERROR MESSAGES (K13), 727–730
NAVIGATION BAR (K2), 682–685
OBVIOUS LINKS (K10), 714–718
PAGE NOT FOUND (K14), 731–733
PERMALINKS (K15), 734–743
PREVENTING ERRORS (K12), 723–726
SITE MAP (K17), 752–758
TAB ROWS (K3), 686–690
UNIFIED BROWSING HIERARCHY (K1), 678–681
Making Site Search Fast Relevant (Pattern Group J), 661–675
ORGANIZED SEARCH RESULTS (J3), 669–675
SEARCH ACTION MODULE (J1), 662–665
STRAIGHTFORWARD SEARCH FORMS (J2), 666–668
MarketWatch, 130f
embedded link example, 337f
Martha Stewart’s Web site
categories example, 247f
easy printing features, 339f
gift giving, 531f
Math Forum, example, 178f
mbps, 883
MEANINGFUL ERROR MESSAGES (K13), 727–730.
See also Error messages, meaningful
address selection, 462, 463
clear forms, 607, 608
context-sensitive help, 590
elements, 42, 43f
page not found error, 733
payment method, 474
preventing errors, 723, 726
process funnel, 549, 551
shipping method selection, 468
shipping to multiple destinations, 530
sign-ins new accounts, 558
Medium-fidelity prototype, 883
Mental model, 883
Message boards
administrative back end, creation of, 322
anonymity, decision about, 315
challenge, 315
clear rules, 318–319
e-mail notifications, 403
ease of locating, 316, 317f
elements, 314f, 317f
“lurking” at sites, 317
moderating, decision about, 315–316
in navigation hierarchy, 322, 322f
new members support, 320–321
overview, 314–315
posting, ease of, 320
privacy preferences, 415, 417
sign-ins for newcomers, 317–318
MESSAGE BOARDS (D5), 314–323, 525
account management, 569
blogs, 205, 209, 210, 213
community conference, 136, 137, 138, 147
corporate sites, 169t
consistent sidebars of related content, 658
educational sites, 177, 181
headlines blurbs, 297
location-based services, 817
nonprofit sites, 155, 156, 160
recommendation community, 519
Meta-information, 883
Meta-ratings, 523
<meta> tags, 327–328, 883–884
MetaFilter
community blog example, 209
use of tags, 212
Metrics for success, 884
Microsoft
FrontPage, 86
home page, 170f
navigation bar example, 684f
page not found error example, 731f
Vision, 86
“Miscellaneous,” as term to avoid in hierarchical
categories, 228, 230
Mobile input controls
avoid pick lists/image maps, 810
conveniently locate links/buttons, 809–810
cursor control, 806
cursor control, five-way joystick, 808f
cursor control, five-way rocker switch, 807f
cursor control, scroll wheel (track wheel), 809f
example, 805f
minimize AJAX technologies, 810–811
minimize links/buttons on Web pages, 806, 809
minimize text entry, 810
overview, 805–806
style sheets, 811
MOBILE INPUT CONTROLS (M2), 290, 805–812
accessibility options, 260, 265
direct manipulation, 599
as impulse-buying aid, 123
internationalized localized content, 353
mobile screen sizing, 802, 804
news sites, 131
style sheets, 360
Mobile Internet devices
accessibility options, 260–262
standards, 260
MOBILE SCREEN SIZING (M1), 794–804. See also
Screen sizing (mobile)
accessibility options, 252, 260, 265
as impulse-buying aid, 123
internationalized localized content, 353
mobile input controls, 805, 809, 812
news sites, 131
page templates, 290
style sheets, 360
Mobile Web, 30
   M-Links, 798f
Opera, 797–798
The Mobile Web (Pattern Group M), 793–822
   LOCATION-BASED SERVICES (M3), 813–822
   MOBILE INPUT CONTROLS (M2), 805–812
   MOBILE SCREEN SIZING (M1), 794–804
Mock-up, 884
Moderated forum, 139, 884
   Moderated message boards, guidelines for, 144–145
Morae (TechSmith), 865
Motley Fool, message board examples, 317f–318f, 321f
Mozilla. See Netscape
MSN
   homepage evolution, 32f–33f
   Hotmail, 190, 552f, 723f
   site branding, 366f
MSNBC
   homepage example, 268
   personalized content example, 308f
MULTIPLE DESTINATIONS (G5), 124, 526–530. See also
   Shipping, to multiple destinations
   address selection, 459, 463
   e-commerce, 127
   gift giving, 532
   order tracking history, 543
   quick-flow checkouts, 438
MULTIPLE WAYS TO NAVIGATE (B1), 216–220. See also
   Navigation methods
   action buttons, 691
   alphabetical organization, 235
   arts entertainment sites, 186
   browsable content, 221
   category-based organization, 247
   chronological organization, 238
   company sites, 173
   descriptive, longer link names, 709
   e-commerce, 122, 126
   educational forums, 180
   embedded links, 701
   featured products, 496, 499
   government services, 152
   headlines blurbs, 298
   homepages, 268, 273, 276
   intranets, 200
   inverted-pyramid writing style, 332
   jump menus, 744

location-based services, 818, 822
message boards, 316, 323
navigation bar, 682
news sites, 133, 134
nonprofit sites, 159
popularity-based organization, 241
site map, 752, 753, 758
tasked-based organization, 231
unified browsing hierarchy, 678
Web apps that work pattern, 188, 193
My Monster homepage, personalized content example, 291f, 306f

N
Napster, example of reusable images, 779f
Navigation bar
   examples, 25, 682, 684
   overview, 682
   types, inverted L, 683, 745
   types, side-running, 683, 745
   types, top-and-left, 683, 745
   types, top-running, 683, 745
NAVIGATION BAR (K2), 722
   above the fold considerations, 639, 640
   accessibility options, 253, 265
   account management, 567
   action buttons, 694
   basic news mosaics, 134
   browsable content, 224, 225
   category-based organization, 250
   clear first reads, 643, 645
   consistent sidebars of related content, 658
   descriptive, longer link names, 709
   fast-loading images, 771
   frequently asked questions, 583, 586
   grid layout, 633, 636
   high-visibility action buttons, 697
   homepages, 276
   HTML power, 778
   jump menus, 744, 745, 751
   location bread crumbs, 698, 700
   navigation methods, 219, 220
   obvious links, 714, 718
   page not found error, 732, 733
   page templates, 285, 288, 290
   printable pages, 340, 342
   privacy preferences, 415, 417
News site
- archives, 133
- audience, 131
- basic capability, 128
- differences from other media, 129–133
- form, 129–131
- time access issues, 129

Newsletters, 373, 884
Next-step navigation style, 217
Nielsen-Hayden, Teresa, 144
Nielsen, Jakob, ten heuristics, 77
Nolo Press, Web page examples, 25
Nondisclosure agreement (NDA), 884
Nonprofit site, 154–155, 155
- advanced, 159–160
- basic, 159, 159f
- examples, 157f
- network of help, 155
- specific solutions, 156t

Nonprofits as Networks of Help (A5), 154–160
blogs, 207
educational sites, 175
message boards, 314
nytimes.com, archives, 133

O

Obvious Links (K10), 714–718. See also Links, obvious
- accessibility options, 253, 255, 257, 261, 265
- descriptive, longer link names, 173
- embedded links, 701, 704
- familiar language, 722
- floating windows, 578
- high-visibility action buttons, 695
- homepages, 276
- jump menus, 745, 749, 751
- location bread crumbs, 700
- navigation bar, 685
- preventing phishing scams, 428
- progress bar, 629
- shopping cart, 450
- sign-ins new accounts, 555, 558
- site map, 754, 756, 758
- style sheets, 360, 364

Ogilvy, David, effective advertising strategy, 278

Online shopping. See also E-commerce

Personal E-Commerce (A1), 120
Onward transfer (Safe Harbor principle), 380
Open-source software, 884
Opera, 797–798
Order confirmation thank-you
   additional shopping, encouragement for, 482, 483f
e-mail confirmation, 428
   example, 480f
   key elements, 482
   order number date highlighting, 481, 481f
   overview, 480–481, 484
   printable page, 482
ORDER CONFIRMATION THANK-YOU (F8), 480–484
cross-selling up-selling, 505, 506f, 509
e-mail notifications, 402, 403, 406, 409
gift giving, 534, 546
   order tracking history, 537
   preventing phishing scams, 424, 429
   printable pages, 339
   quick-flow checkouts, 435, 436f, 438
   shipping to multiple destinations, 528
Order summary
   confirm order completion status, 475f, 476, 478f
   example, 30, 477f
   key elements display, 476–477
   overview, 475–476, 478, 479f
ORDER SUMMARY (F7), 475–482
cross-selling up-selling, 504
gift giving, 534, 536
   order confirmation/thank-you, 480, 482, 484
   quick-flow checkouts, 435, 438
   shipping to multiple destinations, 528, 530
Order tracking history
   access to orders, 538, 539f
   examples, 537f, 539f, 542f
   links to shipper’s database, 541
   modifications, 540–541
   order status change actions, 540t–541t
   overview, 537–538
   pending orders, product availability status, 540
ORDER TRACKING HISTORY (G7), 537–543
   account management, 565, 569
   advanced feature of e-commerce, 124, 127
   e-mail notifications, 403, 408t
   persistent customer sessions, 572
   quick-flow checkouts, 438
Organization, alphabetical
   considerations for ease of use, 236, 237f
   example, 235f
   size limitations, 236
Organization, category based
   consistent layout, importance of, 248–249
   consistent navigation, importance of, 249, 250f
   example, 247f
   reinforcing sense of location, 248, 248f
   strong feedback at each section, 249
   strong information scent, 249
Organization, chronological
   displays in lists or time lines, 238–239
   example, 238f
   limitations, 239
   usefulness, 238
Organization, popularity-based
   example, 241f
   list creation, 242, 243f
   time period determination, 242
   uses, 241–242
Organization, task-based
   analysis of customer actions, 233
   examples, 57, 231f
   linking related tasks, 232, 232f
   overview, 231–232
   scenarios of related tasks, 233, 233f, 234f
ORGANIZED SEARCH RESULTS (J3), 669–675, 813, 816, 822. See also Search results, organized
e-mail subscriptions, 373, 377
   featured products, 496
   HTML titles, 344, 348
   for news sites, 133, 134
   search action module, 663, 665
   search engines, 326, 331
   search forms, 667, 668
Ottellini, Paul, blog topics, 208
Outpost.com Web site, above the fold example, 637f
overstock.com navigation style example, 218f
P
p2p, 884
Page not found, 732
   customization, 732–733
   example, 731f
   site map, 757
Payment method
- easy choices, provisions for, 470
- gift certificate redemption, 473, 473f
- overview, 469–470, 474
- security concerns, 470
- storing credit information, 472–473
- uncomplicated form for, 470–472

PAYMENT METHOD (F6), 253, 260, 469–474
- account management, 569
- order confirmation/thank-you, 480
- order summary, 475, 476
- order tracking history, 543
- quick-flow checkouts, 438

PayPal
- e-mails teaching about scams, 418f
- Web page to identify scams, 420f

PDA. See Personal digital assistant (PDA)

PDF. See Portable Document Format (PDF)

Peer-to-peer architecture, 885

Periodic backups, 885

Periodic reminders, 373

Perl, 885

Permalinks, 734
- descriptive text issues, 738–739
- dynamic elements in static pages, 742
- examples, 734f, 738f
- generic, category pages, 735, 736t, 737t
- identify fixed elements, 737–738, 738f
- importance of temporary URLs, 737
- overview, 735
- positive connections with customers, 737
- search engine sites, 740f
- short readable URLs, 740–741, 741f
- storage solution for, 742

PERMALINKS (K15), 133, 734–743
- external links, 706

Persistent cookie, 885

Persistent customer session, 572, 885. See also
- Temporary customer sessions

cookies, 570f
- overview, 570–571, 575
- persistent cookies, 572
- temporary customer sessions, criteria for choice, 572–574, 573t
- temporary customer sessions, differences, 572
- warnings about, 574
PERSISTENT CUSTOMER SESSIONS (H5), 570–575
  floating windows, 580
government services, 151, 153
guest account, 563
meaningful error messages, 729, 730
mobile input controls, 810, 812
personalized content, 311
privacy policy, 385, 390
process funnel, 546, 551
Persona, 885
Personal digital assistant (PDA), 885
PERSONAL E-COMMERCE (A1), 120–127, 136
  account management, 564, 565
  address selection, 458
  advanced features, 124
  arts entertainment site, 182
  blogs, 202
  clear forms, 601
  community conference, 136
  company sites, 167
cross-selling up-selling, 500
e-mail notifications, 409
examples, 34
fast-loading content, 782
featured products, 493
frequently asked questions, 582, 586
gift giving, 531
government services, 148
guest account, 560
jump menus, 745
location-based services, 813
news sites, 128
nonprofit sites, 154
order confirmation/thank-you, 480
order summary, 475
order tracking history, 537
payment method, 469
permalink, 739
persistent customer sessions, 570, 571
personalized content, 303
personalized recommendations, 510
preventing phishing scams, 418, 424, 428, 429
privacy preferences, 410, 411, 414
process funnel, 550
product details, 439
progress bar, 622
quick-flow checkouts, 432

recommendation community, 519
returns, 485
shipping method selection, 464
shopping cart, 449
site policies, additional charges, 124
site policies, privacy security, 124
site policies, returns, 125
style sheets, 357
Web apps that work pattern, 187
Personalization, 885
PERSONALIZED CONTENT (D4), 303–313. See also
  Content, personalized
  above the fold considerations, 640
  account management, 565, 568
  consistent sidebars of related content, 660
  content modules, 292, 296
  educational forums, 180
  featured products, 496, 499
government services, 153
homepages, 270, 276
intranets, 200
location-based services, 813, 814, 822
message boards, 318, 323
nonprofit sites, 160
persistent customer sessions, 570, 575
personalized recommendations, 510, 517
privacy policy, 389, 390
Web apps that work pattern, 193
PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATIONS (G3),
  510–517. See also Recommendations, personalized
  consistent sidebars of related content, 658
cross-selling up-selling, 500
e-commerce, 122, 127
featured products, 493
gift giving, 536
persistent customer sessions, 572
personalized content, 311, 313
privacy policy, 390
privacy preferences, 417
recommendation community, 519
Pew Internet & American Life Project, headlines
  blurbs example, 300f
Phillips Academy, Web site example, 174f
Phishing, 419
  common scams, 421–422
defined, 886
  scam examples, 423f
Phishing scams, prevention
assume some customers will be phished, 423–424
avoid outsourcing e-mail subscriptions
notifications, 423
educating customers, 428
inform customers about Web site, 419–421
limit exposure, 424
overview, 418–419
require multiple forms of identification, 424–425
search for fraud sites using your name, 425–426
set up explicit personal message area per
customer, 425
technical solutions, 427
PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP), 886
Physical disabilities, accessibility options, 253
Pilot test, 886
PKI. See Public key infrastructure (PKI)
Plug-in, 886
PNG. See Portable Network Graphics (PNG)
Pointing character (>), location bread crumbs, 700
Pop-under, 886
Pop-up window, 577, 886
POPULARITY-BASED ORGANIZATION (B7), 241–246
browsable content, 222, 225
category-based organization, 247
frequently asked questions, 583, 586
hierarchical categories, 230
jump menus, 748
message boards, 316, 323
Portable Document Format (PDF), 885
Portable Network Graphics (PNG), 765, 886
Portable Network Graphics (PNG), 765
Portal, 886
PostScript (ps), 886
PostSecret, 207
Predictive input
elements, 609f
list viable text strings, 612, 612f
multiple selection options, 613
overview, 609–610, 614
predictive text input, dynamic loads, 611
predictive text input, for speed, 610
predictive text input, loaded with page, 610, 611f
size list of predictive text, 613
typing with pick list, 610
PREDICTIVE INPUT (H11), 609–614
address selection, 459
alphabetical organization, 237
clear forms, 605, 607, 608
drill-down options, 616, 621
e-commerce, 122
mobile input controls, 810, 812
navigation methods, 219
news sites, 133, 134
payment method, 471
process funnel, 549
product details, 442
Web apps that work pattern, 189, 194
Presentation, vs. content, 262
PREVENTING ERRORS (K12), 471, 723–726. See also
Error prevention
address selection, 462, 463
clear forms, 605, 606, 608
context-sensitive help, 590
direct manipulation, 599
meaningful error messages, 727, 730
payment method, 474
process funnel, 549, 551
quick-flow checkouts, 433
shipping method selection, 468
shipping to multiple destinations, 530
sign-ins new accounts, 554, 558
PREVENTING PHISHING SCAMS (E9), 418–429, 555
e-mail notifications, 402, 406, 409
e-mail subscriptions, 373, 376, 377
government services, 151, 152
secure connections, 398
sign-ins new accounts, 551
Principles, 15, 886
Printable pages
add label, 340
elements, 339f, 341f, 343f
extraneous navigation content, removal of,
340, 342f
overview, 339–340
remove main content from HTML
tables, 340
PRINTABLE PAGES (D8), 339–342
company sites, 169t
consistent sidebars of related content, 660
order confirmation/thank-you, 482, 484
page templates, 288
product details, 448
returns, 489
search engines, 328
style sheets, 360, 364
Privacy policy
addressing fair information practices, 385
children, 387–388
exceptions for valid legal procedures,
388–389, 389f
government requirements, 388
on key Web pages, 385
multilayering, 385, 387
overview, 384–385
preventing phishing scams, 419, 426
secure connections, 416
specifications of, 414–415
PRIVACY PREFERENCES (E8), 410–417
account management, 564, 565, 569
community conference, 137
e-commerce, 124
e-mail subscriptions, 377
fair information practices, 381, 383
internationalized localized content, 353
location-based services, 821, 822
message boards, 318
persistent customer sessions, 575
personalized content, 313
personalized recommendations, 516
Web apps that work pattern, 192, 194
Privacy security issues, 124, 379–381. See also
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act
(COPPA); FTC privacy guidelines; Privacy
preferences; Safe Harbor; Secure connections;
U.S. Privacy Act of 1974
attitudes, privacy fundamentalists, 411
attitudes, privacy pragmatists, 411
attitudes, privacy unconcerned, 411
concerns about, 411
care about payment information, 470
correlation for government services, 150–152
correlation personalized recommendations, 415
Process, 886
Process data, 92, 826, 886–887
Process funnel
allow skips of unnecessary steps, 549
clear path to next step, 549
errors, prevention clear messages, 549
examples, 23, 35, 74, 546f
floating windows, 548
overview, 546–547, 550
progress bar, provision for, 547–548
reducing steps to task completion, 547
removing unrelated links content, 548
working BACK button, 548
PROCESS FUNNEL (H1), 546–551
above the fold considerations, 640
action buttons, 691
context-sensitive help, 587
direct manipulation, 592, 599
educational forums, 180, 181
embedded links, 703
fast-loading content, 782
floating windows, 576, 577, 580
gift giving, 532, 533f, 536
high-visibility action buttons, 695
meaningful error messages, 730
navigation methods, 219, 220
nonprofit sites, 159
persistent customer sessions, 571
personalized recommendations, 517
preventing errors, 726
product details, 443, 448
progress bar, 622, 623, 626, 629
quick-flow checkouts, 432, 433
recommendation community, 520, 525
returns, 487, 489
secure connections, 401
security, 153, 156t
sign-ins new accounts, 558
task completion vs. individual control, 78
tasked-based organization, 234
Web apps that work pattern, 188, 191, 193, 194
Processes, 15–16, 115
Procter & Gamble, privacy policy example, 385, 386f
Product details
above the fold for key elements, 441–445, 446f
below the fold for secondary elements, 445, 447f
examples of sites with in-depth information, 440–441, 440f
importance of clean, standard template, 441
overview, 439–441, 448, 448f
Production, 98n
Production phase, 887
deliverables, 109–110
goal, 108–109
production process, 109–110
Products, featured
categorization, 497t
different kinds of recommendations, 494–496
easier exploration added value to sites, 493
editorialization, 493–494, 498f
examples, 492f, 494f, 495f, 496f
exploration opportunities, 496
overview, 493, 498
patterns to apply, 497t
Products, related. See Cross-selling up-selling
Professional respondent, 887
Profile, 887
Progress bar
design for clear communication, 624
direct step navigation provisions, 625–626, 625f
examples, 622f, 624f, 625f
feedback to customers, 622
include Edit buttons, 626, 627f
indicate what is next, 626, 628f
outlines major steps, 623, 624f
overview, 622–623, 628
skip unnecessary steps, 626
visually indicate progress, 623
Progress bar (H13), 622–629
clear forms, 606
order confirmation/thank-you, 480
order summary, 476, 479
process funnel, 547, 547f, 548, 549, 551
quick-flow checkouts, 433, 438
Web apps that work pattern, 191, 194
Progressive-scan image, 887
Protocol, 887
Prototype, 887
Prototyping, 80–90
design artifacts (for rapid prototyping), 80–84
high-fidelity, 85, 85f
horizontal vertical, 89, 90f
limits of, 89–90
low-fidelity, 84, 84f
medium-fidelity, 88–89, 88f, 107f
progressive refinement, 84–86
Proxy, 887
ps. See PostScript (ps)
Pseudonym, 140, 887
Psychographics, 887
Public key infrastructure (PKI), 887
Publishing system, 292–293
Python, 887
Q
Quality assurance, 888
Quality assurance group, tasks, 111
Question bias, 888
Quick address selection (F4). See also Address selection
accessibility options, 253
account management, 569
clear forms, 606
QUICK ADDRESS SELECTION (F4) (continued)
mobile input controls, 810, 812
order confirmation/thank-you, 480
order summary, 475, 476
order tracking history, 543
payment method, 469
preventing phishing scams, 424, 429
privacy policy, 390
quick-flow checkouts, 438
shipping to multiple destinations, 526, 527, 528
QUICK-FLOW CHECKOUT (F1), 414, 432–438. See also Checkout, quick flow
above the fold considerations, 640
accessibility options, 253, 265
address selection, 458, 462
clear forms, 601
company sites, 169t
cross-selling up-selling, 509
direct manipulation, 592, 599
e-commerce, 122, 123, 126
e-mail notifications, 403
fair information practices, 381, 383
floating windows, 577
frequently asked questions, 583
gift giving, 531, 532, 536
guest account, 559, 560, 563
high-visibility action buttons, 695
internationalized localized content, 355
low number of files, 763
meaningful error messages, 730
news mosaics by subscription, 135
nonprofit sites, 159
online research, 850
order confirmation/thank-you, 480
order summary, 475
order tracking history, 537
payment method, 469
persistent customer sessions, 571, 572, 574
preventing errors, 726
privacy policy, 385, 390
privacy preferences, 417
product details, 439
progress bar, 622, 623, 626
returns, 485, 486, 489
secure connections, 401
shipping method selection, 464
shipping to multiple destinations, 527
shopping cart, 449, 450, 451, 457
Web apps that work pattern, 193
QUICK SHIPPING METHOD SELECTION (F5), 464–468. See also Shipping methods
accessibility options, 253
account management, 569
mobile input controls, 810, 812
order summary, 475
payment method, 469
privacy policy, 390
quick-flow checkouts, 438
R
“Rack space,” 131
Random Art, arts entertainment site example, 184f
Rank, in scoring system, 310
Really Simple Syndication (RSS), 201, 212, 888
Recommendation community
easy of choice, 512–513, 513f
elements, 510f
examples, 510f
explaining basis of recommendation, 516
invite feedback, 513–514, 514f
levels, 515–516
Recommendation community example, 518f
overview, 519–520, 525
provide meta-ratings, 523
provide structure to assist review writing, 520, 521f
provide use policies, 520, 521, 522f, 523
pump priming, 523
RECOMMENDATION COMMUNITY (G4), 518–525
community conference, 147
company sites, 169t
cross-selling up-selling, 500
e-commerce, 122, 127
featured products, 493, 496, 499
message boards, 314, 323
personalized recommendations, 510
popularity-based organization, 246
process funnel, 551
product details, 445
Recommendations. See Featured products
Recommendations, personalized
ease of choice, 512–513, 513f
elements, 510f
explaining basis of recommendation, 516
invite feedback, 513–514, 514f
levels, 515–516
multiple repeated recommendations, 516
overview, 510–511, 517
privacy concerns, 516
pure inferences vs. actual purchases, 511–512
Red-green deficiency, 888
Refinement phase, 106
defined, 888
deliverables, 108
refinement process, 106–108
Reliable data, 888
Remote usability research/testing, 888
Remote usability testing, 825
Reply-To field, 406
Requirements gathering, 100
Research, online, 849–865
automated online, 849
benefits limitations, 850–851
comparison of research methods, 862, 862t–864t, 864
data analysis, 861
defining goals, 851–852
by design phase, 852–853
remote usability research, 849
running test, 856–860
running test, participants’ view, 856, 857f
running test, question types, 859–860
running test, recruiting participants, 860
running test, set up, 856
take-away ideas, 865
types of research, 853–856
Response time, 888
Returns, 125
ease of, sales, 485, 485f
overview, 485–486, 489
prominent display of policy, 486, 486f
return process funnel, 486, 489
Reusable images
element, 779
guidelines, 781
most reused images, 780
overview, 779–780
REUSABLE IMAGES (L5), 779–781
fast-loading content, 782, 785, 791
fast-loading images, 771
HTML power, 775, 778
low number of files, 763
page templates, 288, 290
separate tables, 772
site branding, 370
Rich Internet Application (RIA), 888
“Rightness” of site, 74
robots.txt, 328–329
Rollout, 888
Rollover, 888
Room& Board, product details example, 439f
Rotary foundation, site example, 157f
RSS. See Really Simple Syndication (RSS)
S
Safe Harbor
principles, 379–381
Web site, 378f
Salesforce.com, tasked-based organization,
232f
Sample bias, 889
SAP, “intranet in a box” example, 195f
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), 891
Scale, 889
Scams. See also Phishing scams, prevention
warnings about, 418f
Scenarios, 53, 80
defined, 889
of related tasks, 233, 233f, 234f
Schematics, 80, 82f, 83f, 889
Schneier, Bruce, blog perspective, 203
SCI FI channel blogs, 205, 205f
Scoring systems, 309–310
Screen reader, 255, 889
Screen resolution considerations, 638–639
Screen sizing (mobile)
cost vs. advantage considerations, 802
dimensions of small screens, 795
element, 794f
handheld device browser functions, 795–798
handheld device browser functions, columned, 796, 797f
handheld device browser functions, full layout, 796, 796f
options for site designers, 800–802
overview, 794–795, 803
redesign considerations, 798–799
redesign considerations, M-Links, 798f
scrolling minimization, 802
Screen width, expanding
absolute relative table-width mix, 647, 648f, 649f
design with minimum width guidelines, 648
element, 646f
overview, 646–647, 650
relative table widths, 647
style sheet code for, 649f–650f
Screen width, fixed
example, 652f
implementation, 653–654
implementation, code, 654f–655f
overview, 652–653, 656
Scroll wheel
defined, 889
BlackBerry, 806, 809f
Search action module
consistent placement of search tool, 664
elements, 25
elements, effective sites, 662f, 663f
overview, 662–663
simple search tool creation, 663–664
Search action module (J1), 662–665
above the fold considerations, 640
basic news mosaics, 134
category-based organization, 249, 250
e-commerce, 122
featured products, 499
frequently asked questions, 583, 586
grid layout, 633, 636
message boards, 316, 323
navigation bar, 682
navigation methods, 219, 220
organized search results, 669
page not found error, 732, 733
page templates, 285
search forms, 666, 668
shopping cart, 449f, 450
site map, 757, 758
Search engine optimization (SEO), 889
Search engines
counterproductive strategies, 329–330
crawling indexing functions, 325, 326f
element, 324f
HTML titles, 344, 345f
overview, 324–325, 330–331, 330f
permalink, 740f
strategies, allow web crawler accessibility, 328
strategies, distinctive titles per page, 326
strategies, keyword-filled descriptive text at top of page, 327
strategies, <meta> tags, 327–328
strategies, use robots file to control crawlers, 328–329
Search entry forms
Boolean search challenges, 667
defaults, providing, 667
elements, 666
overview, 666–667
Search navigation style, 217
Search results, organized
clearly organize results, 670
common search task support, 672–674, 673f
elements, 669f, 671f, 672f, 673f
misspellings, handling, 671–672
overview, 669–670
provide hyperlinked title per hit, 670
relevant summaries, 670
use log files for common search terms, 670–671
Searching, 889
Secure connections
elements, 398, 399f–400f
feedback, 401f
overview, 398
use of labeled icon or action button, 400
Secure connections (E6), 398–401
account management, 569
e-commerce, 124
educational sites, 177, 180
fair information practices, 382, 383
government services, 151, 152
intranet, 197, 200
nonprofit sites, 156t, 159
payment method, 470
persistent customer sessions, 574, 575
preventing phishing scams, 420
privacy policy, 385, 390
privacy preferences, 412, 416, 417
quick-flow checkouts, 435, 438
sign-ins new accounts, 558
Web apps that work pattern, 192, 193, 194
Secure Electronic Transaction (SET), 890
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), 398, 890
Security. See also Privacy security issues
   Safe Harbor principle, 380
   secure applications, 152, 152f
SELF-SERVICE GOVERNMENT (A4), 148–153. See also
   Accessibility options; Government services
   privacy policy, 388
   process funnel, 546, 550
SEO. See Search engine optimization (SEO)
SEPARATE TABLES (L3), 274, 772–774. See also
   Tables, separate
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